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Abstract. Total lightning (TL) data have been found to pro-
vide valuable information about the internal dynamics of
a thunderstorm allowing conclusions about its further de-
velopment as well as indicating potential of thunderstorm-
related severe weather at the ground. This paper investigates
electrical discharge correlations of strokes and flashes with
respect to the temporal evolution of thunderstorms in case
studies as well as by statistical means. The recently devel-
oped algorithm li-TRAM (tracking and monitoring of light-
ning cells, Meyer et al., 2013) has been employed to track
and monitor thunderstorms based on three-dimensionally re-
solved TL data provided as stroke events by the European
lightning location network LINET. From statistical investi-
gation of 863 suited thunderstorm life cycles, the cell area
turned out to correlate well with (a) the total discharge rate,
(b) the in-cloud (IC) discharge rate, and (c) the mean IC dis-
charge height per lightning cell as identified by li-TRAM.
All three parameter correlations consistently show an abrupt
change in discharge characteristics around a cell area of
170 km2. Statistical investigations supported by the compar-
ison of three case studies – selected to represent a single
storm, a multi-cell and a supercell – strongly suggest that the
correlation functions include the temporal evolution as well
as the storm type. With the help of volumetric radar data, it
can also be suggested that the well-defined break observed at
170 km2 marks the region where the transition occurs from
short-lived and rather simple structured single storm cells to
better organized, more persistent, and more complex struc-
tured thunderstorm forms, e.g. multi-cells and supercells. All
three storm types experience similar discharge characteristics
during their growing and dissipating phases. However, while
the poorly organized and short-lived cells preferentially re-
main small during a short mature phase, mainly the more per-
sistent thunderstorm types develop to sizes above 170 km2
during a pronounced mature stage. At that stage they exhibit
on average higher discharge rates at higher altitudes as com-
pared with matured single cells. With the maximum stroke
distance set to 10 km and a flash duration set to 1 s, the pa-
rameterization functions found for the stroke rate as a func-
tion of the cell area have been transformed to a flash rate. The
presented study suggests that, with respect to the storm type,
stroke and flash correlations can be parameterized. There is
also strong evidence that parameterization functions include
the time parameter, so that altogether TL stroke informa-
tion has good potential to pre-estimate the further evolution
(nowcast) of a currently observed storm in an object-oriented
thunderstorm nowcasting approach.
1 Introduction
The imposing appearance of lightning has always prompted
the attempt to understand the phenomenon and therewith
been a topic for natural sciences. With the ongoing evolu-
tion of lightning detection systems, lightning data experience
more and more attention in meteorological and climatologi-
cal applications. One focus is on the use of lightning data to
identify and pursue (electrically active) thunderstorms and
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to look for similarities in their electrical evolution, which
can be used to improve the prediction of their development
(nowcasting). Another focus is to understand the physical
processes, which finally lead to electrical discharges in the
cloud, in order to reproduce realistic lightning flashes in
weather models.
The electrical development has been found strongly con-
nected to the dynamical and microphysical development of
a thunderstorm. Several mechanisms contribute to the cloud
electrification in convective storms (MacGorman and Rust,
1998; Saunders, 2008), but the non-inductive (NIC) charg-
ing mechanism has been identified as the mainly responsible
process (Takahashi, 1978; Dash et al., 2001; Saunders, 2008)
closely tying the cloud electrification to the storm updraft re-
gion(s). Thus, the storm structure should affect the discharge
characteristics, which might provide indication of the storm
structure and type.
Numerous studies have examined the temporal evolution
of observable features, such as volumetric storm growth and
decay, the development of updrafts and downdrafts, hydrom-
eteor formation, precipitation, and – finally – electrical ac-
tivity, within a typical thunderstorm life cycle aiming to re-
late their physical and temporal interactions with the storm’s
growing stage, mature stage, and dissipation stage.
In these studies, positive correlations have been found be-
tween peak flash rates and storm parameters such as updraft
strength, storm size, and cloud top height (Williams, 1985;
Krehbiel, 1986; Price and Rind, 1992; Allen and Picker-
ing, 2002; Motley et al., 2006), between total lightning (TL)
discharge characteristics (in-cloud (IC) to cloud-to-ground
(CG) occurrence), and changes in the upper storm bulk mi-
crophysics (Lopez and Aubagnac, 1997; Fehr et al., 2005).
Also, the influence of storm duration and environmental con-
ditions on electrical storm development has been explored
and found important (Goodman and MacGorman, 1986; Fehr
et al., 2005).
Ambivalent studies exist about a possible correlation be-
tween mean altitude of IC discharges and updraft strength. It
has been noted that an increase in updraft strength lofts the
positive charge region to higher elevations (Shao and Kre-
hbiel, 1996). So it can be expected that storm cells with
stronger updrafts have higher mean lightning flash heights
than storm cells with weaker updrafts, as it has been found
for two storm cases investigated in McCormick et al. (2002).
This would give reason to expect that the IC mean discharge
height reflects the storm state, being highest during the ma-
ture state, as it is presented for one exemplary storm studied
in Demetriades et al. (2004). In contrast thereto Motley et al.
(2006) could not find this clear correlation in a more detailed
study based on 26 storm cases. But due to the limitations of
the detection systems, these studies are restricted to small ar-
eas and a limited sample of suitable case studies.
In parallel to these studies, several more or less advanced
phenomenological approaches arose, to correlate flash rates
with other observable storm features like (cold) cloud depth
(Price and Rind, 1992; Yoshida et al., 2009) or updraft
strength (Blyth et al., 2001; Deierling and Petersen, 2008).
Those parameterization functions have been applied to pa-
rameterize flash rates in models, where convection cannot be
resolved. As it is discussed in detail in Dahl et al. (2011),
all these “single-parameter” approaches, which derive flash
rates from only one other storm parameter, simply cannot be
capable of reproducing the electrical development of an in-
dividual storm correctly. Since there is strong evidence that
close correlations exist, they still seem to be feasible methods
to obtain general guesses for flash rates. However, it has to
be kept in mind that every single-parameter approach gives,
at best, the mean behaviour.
Motivation of this paper is a profound investigation on
the extended information content of LINET lightning data
(IC/CG discrimination with IC altitude information). The fo-
cus is laid on storm-dependent discharge similarities and –
with respect to the extensive coverage – their potential for op-
erational thunderstorm nowcasting. Since 2005 the VLF/LF
lightning detection network LINET has provided three-
dimensionally resolved total lightning data for an area as
large as central Europe in real time (Betz et al., 2009, 2007).
The principal suitability of LINET lightning data for thun-
derstorm nowcasting has already been demonstrated (Betz
et al., 2008; Meyer et al., 2013). In the present study cor-
relations between discharge characteristics, storm size, type
and longevity have been investigated by using the lightning-
cell tracker li-TRAM, which has been recently developed at
the German Aerospace Center (DLR) (Meyer et al., 2013).
Hereby, general correlations are in focus as well as the
temporal evolution. The cell tracker has been employed on
LINET stroke data. But whenever lightning characteristics of
different lightning localization systems are compared, a ba-
sic problem arises due to different set-ups and data post-
processing methods (Cummins and Murphy, 2009). In order
to provide the best possible device-independent and there-
with universally comparable results, a time-distance criteria
method has been used to translate the results into common
flash information. A stroke is assigned to a flash when it is
recorded less than 1 s after and located within a distance of
10 km to the first stroke. These criteria to cluster strokes to
flashes are adopted from other prominent lightning detection
systems, which are comparable to LINET, like the National
Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) and the European Co-
operation for Lightning Detection (EUCLID) (Cummins and
Murphy, 2009; Burrows et al., 2002; Schulz et al., 2005; EU-
CLID, 2012).
Volumetric radar data are used in case studies to assist in
the interpretation and to corroborate the conclusions.
2 Methods and data
For this study the new thunderstorm tracking algorithm
li-TRAM has been used to identify, track and monitor
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thunderstorms based on lightning data provided by LINET.
Li-TRAM has been recently developed at the DLR and, as
one constituent of the hybrid thunderstorm tracking algo-
rithm ec-TRAM, successfully evaluated for LINET stroke
data (Meyer et al., 2013).
Li-TRAM identifies and tracks lightning cells over time
using time sequences of two-dimensional lightning-cell
maps. The feature of prediction of future cell positions is
not the subject of this study. The following paragraph sum-
marizes the method, parameter settings, and data prepro-
cessing used for the study. A detailed description is given
in Meyer et al. (2013). Lightning-cell maps are generated
every 2.5min starting with mapping the lightning data of
the previous 3min on a basic grid with a horizontal reso-
lution of 0.01◦ longitude × 0.005◦ latitude (approximately
0.7km× 0.55km). Every stroke event is allocated to the
nearest grid point counting the total number of events per
grid point. Based on this “intensity map”, discrete discharge
events are clustered to coherent discharge areas by using
a maximum search radius of 7pixels (approximately 4.5km).
The final lightning-cell outlines, which are finally drawn on
the lightning-cell map, are defined by enlarging the identified
coherent discharge areas by three more pixels (approx. 2km)
in each direction to achieve more generous cell outlines. This
is reasonable since the potentially electrically active region
most likely exceeds the outermost recorded lightning strokes
of a lightning-cell object. All calculated cell parameters, such
as cell area, number of strokes per cell and mean IC emission
height, refer to the so-defined cell objects. Stroke and flash
rates of a cell object, which are analysed in the following, are
normalized to one-minute discharge activity. The single-cell
objects are tracked from one time step to the next by identify-
ing cell overlaps between current and previous cell outlines.
The cell parameters are stored in respective log files record-
ing the cell history. Since the accumulation intervals overlap
by 0.5min, active lightning regions are supposed to overlap
from one time step to the next, as they most likely share same
events. Cell splitting is recorded when more than one cur-
rent lightning cell can be correlated to a previous lightning
cell. Cell merging is recorded when more than one previous
lightning cell can be correlated to a current lightning cell.
Considering a cell splitting, the current cell with the largest
area inherits the cell number (and history) of the previous cell
and is further tracked. Considering a cell merging, the previ-
ous cell, which exhibits the largest overlap with the current
cell, passes on its number (and history) and is tracked fur-
ther. All cells that participate in a merging or splitting event
are marked, respectively.
Li-TRAM operates on lightning data provided by the
VLF/LF total lightning detection system LINET (Betz et al.,
2009, 2007). Continuously refined, LINET locates atmo-
spheric electrical discharges inside the network with range-
normalized currents down to a few kA and a statistical av-
erage localization error of down to 100m. An adapted ver-
sion of the common time-of-arrival (TOA) concept enables
LINET to calculate the emission height in addition to the
horizontal location (latitude, longitude) and the event time
of a discharge source. The additional height parameter al-
lows for a consistent discrimination between IC and cloud-
to-ground CG strokes which is independent of other stroke
parameters. The subsequent analysis is based on pure stroke
data. Although the principal decision criterion to discrimi-
nate IC and CG strokes is the calculated emission height,
further criteria defined for the location error and the distance
to the closest sensor (Betz et al., 2009, 2007) are also val-
idated to classify discharge events as “secure IC”, “secure
CG”, or as so-called “undefined” stroke events. While IC and
CG statistics refer to those strokes, which could be classified
as “secure”, TL statistics refers to all recorded strokes includ-
ing unclassified events.
The following studies are performed on a data set, which
was recorded in south Germany from May to September in
2008. The research domain extends within 47.4◦ and 49.2◦
northern latitude and within 10.3◦ and 13.0◦ eastern longi-
tude. This region belongs to the densest part of the current
sensor network with the highest detection accuracy (Ho¨ller
et al., 2009; Betz et al., 2009). To avoid that local sensitiv-
ity variations in the detection efficiency affect the monitored
lightning-cell characteristics impeding a correct interpreta-
tion, small peak current data with an absolute value below
2.5kA were eliminated from the analysis. For the same rea-
son, IC strokes with an emission height below 5km were ex-
cluded from emission height analyses (not from discharge
analyses) (Meyer et al., 2013). A total of 92% of all recorded
CG and 90% of all recorded IC events meet the amplitude
criterion and again 90% of the IC events with amplitudes of
2.5kA and higher meet the IC height criterion.
Volumetric radar data have been used in case studies to
evaluate the interpretation which otherwise would be based
on the li-TRAM output alone. The data were provided by
the DLR C-band radar POLDIRAD (polarization diversity
Doppler radar; Schroth et al., 1988).
3 Results and discussion
In the subsequent discussion the terms cell or cell entry refer
to a single-cell object as it is recorded by li-TRAM at one
time step. The terms life cycle or cell track refer to the entire
time series recorded for a storm as it is tracked over time. In
the following, only those cell tracks are considered that lived
reasonably long and that were completely assessed as well as
recorded as grown and dissipated in an undisturbed manner.
This means that the cell tracks were monitored for 35min or
longer and are neither truncated by the domain margins nor
do they originate from a cell splitting nor disappear in a cell
merging process. During the observation period a total of
7687 cell entries including 863 complete and undisturbedly
developing cell tracks were assessed and are analysed below.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/5151/2013/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 5151–5161, 2013
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Fig. 1. Correlation diagrams between selected lightning-cell parameters. Respective correlation equations are given in the text. (a) Mean
number of TL (blue diamonds) and IC (red diamonds) strokes per lightning cell on logarithmic scale averaged for 5km2 cell area intervals
and their correlation functions (dashed lines). (b) Mean IC emission height per lightning cell averaged for 20km2 cell area intervals with their
25th and 75th percentile and respective parameterization functions. (c) Mean TL (blue diamonds) and IC (red diamonds) stroke numbers of
figure (a) with their 25th and 75th percentile on linear scale. (d) Number statistic of cell entries underlying the analyses shown in figures
(a) to (c). In figure (b) and (c) the 25th and 75th percentile of the underlying distribution (dashed lines in respective colour) illustrate the
distribution spread.
To calculate the statistical correlation plots shown in
Fig. 1, individual cell entries were averaged on equidis-
tant area intervals. Their stroke rates are normalized to one-
minute discharge activity. The plots reveal strong, strictly
monotonically increasing relations between discharge char-
acteristic and the cell area. The stroke rates per cell show an
exponential correlation for both TL and IC events, whereas
the mean IC emission per cell follows a linear correlation. In
all correlation plots a break in the discharge characteristics
can clearly be seen at a cell area around 170km2, apparently
separating two area-discharge regimes. The transition point
is found at a TL stroke rate of 10 strokes per minute with
a fraction of around 7 IC strokes and a corresponding mean
emission height of about 8.7km. At the transition point all
correlation functions change abruptly. On the one hand the
inclination decreases (Fig. 1a and b) towards larger cell ar-
eas, while on the other hand the mean values abruptly show
significant scatter, best visible on the linear scales (Fig. 1b
and c). The onset of scatter is not likely caused by insuffi-
cient statistics, as it can be seen in Fig. 1d.
Parameterization functions are achieved for both area-
discharge regimes by minimizing the mean squared errors
R2. To calculate the regression functions for both area-
discharge regimes, the intervals have been set to range from
15 to 170km2 for the first and from 170km2 to 400km2 for
the second regime. For TL stroke rates per minute (rstrTL), the
parameterizations as a function of the cell area A (in km2)
are found to be
rstrTL = 1.26× 100.0055A with R2 = 0.93 (1)
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 5151–5161, 2013 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/5151/2013/
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2. The temporal evolution of the TL (blue) and IC (red) frequency and lightning-cell area for three selected thunderstorms of different
type: (a) single-cell type thunderstorm, recorded on 30 May 2008 in south Germany, with a lifetime of 40min; (b) multi-cell type thunder-
storm, recorded on 30 May 2008 in south Germany, with a lifetime of 195min; and (c) supercell type thunderstorm, recorded on 25 June
2008 in south Germany, with a lifetime of 145min. Each panel shows the respective storm parameter evolution along the solid lines starting
from the yellow triangles and ending at the black triangles. The correlation functions of Fig. 1 are shown for TL and IC stroke numbers.
for the first area-discharge regime and for the second regime
rstrTL = 4.01× 100.0026A with R2 = 0.87. (2)
For the first regime, the IC stroke rate (per minute) rstrIC per
lightning-cell area A (in km2) yields the parameterization
function
rstrIC = 0.60× 100.0060A with R2 = 0.92 (3)
and for the second regime
rstrIC = 2.20× 100.0027A with R2 = 0.81. (4)
Finally the mean IC emission height hIC (in km) has been
parameterized as a function of the lightning-cell area A (in
km2) by
hIC = 0.0051A+ 7.98 with R2 = 0.99 (5)
and
hIC = 0.0016A+ 8.56 with R2 = 0.50 (6)
for the first and the second area-discharge regime, respec-
tively. The comparison between the slope factors of relation
1 and relation 3 and of relation 2 and relation 4 shows that the
IC stroke rate increases more steeply with the cell area than
the TL stroke rate. Consequently, according to the statistics,
the relative contribution of IC strokes to the total TL rate in-
creases as the lightning-cell area grows.
The correlation plots, shown in Fig. 1, rely on solid statis-
tics, but they lack information about individual internal storm
developments. To complement this picture, the temporal evo-
lution of the stroke rates as a function of the cell area is
shown for three selected case studies in Fig. 2. The case stud-
ies have been carefully selected with the help of volumetric
radar data so that each case represents a special type of thun-
derstorm (compare discussion to Fig. 3). Figure 2a shows the
parameter correlations of a rather poorly organized, short-
lived storm (lifetime of 40min), which was recorded on 30
May 2008. This storm has been found representative of the
single-storm class. Figure 2b shows the correlation graph of
a well-organized and long-lived storm (lifetime of 195min),
which has been clearly classified as multi-cell in its mature
stage (compare Fig. 3b). It developed also in the afternoon
of 30 May 2008 south of Munich. Finally, Fig. 2c shows
the correlation diagram of another well-organized and long-
lived storm (lifetime of 145min), which showed supercell
features in its mature stage (compare Fig. 3c). The storm was
recorded in the afternoon of 25 June 2008 south of Munich.
Comparing the three correlation graphs of Fig. 2, simi-
larities but also clear differences can be seen between the
poorly organized and short-lived storm and the two highly
organized and long-lived storms. All three storms undergo
a clear temporal evolution, generally following the parame-
terization functions given in Eqs. (1) to (4). Initially, as the
storms are still growing, their stroke frequencies increase
with increasing cell areas. During their final phases, as the
storms decease, their stroke frequencies decrease with de-
creasing cell areas. The mature state of the short-lived cell
only lasts about 10min, where the stroke frequency and the
cell area reach their maxima. As opposed to this, the mature
state of the long-lived storms is very well pronounced reach-
ing larger cell areas with higher stroke rates and higher IC
mean heights. During their mature stage the storms grow into
the second area-discharge regime and remain there for about
120min in the case of the supercell and for about 150min in
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/5151/2013/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 5151–5161, 2013
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Fig. 3. Selection of vertical radar scans recorded by the DLR radar POLDIRAD. Electrical discharge events recorded by LINET from 2min
prior to 2min after the radar mapping times are illustrated. Red dots indicate IC events, green CG events. To better visualize distant CG events,
the LINET ground strike points are plotted at 1.5km height. (a) The cross section of the multi-cell example at a young stage, characterized by
two compact high reaching cell cores. (b) The cross section of the multi-cell storm in its mature stage. (c) The cross section of the supercell
example during its mature stage.
the case of the multi-cell storm. For the supercell the TL and
IC stroke rates in the second area-discharge regimes exceed
the numbers given by the parameterization functions, while
for a multi-cell the rates remain below the ones given by the
parameterization functions. The transition point, identified in
Fig. 1 at 170km2, is also clearly visible in all three case stud-
ies. It appears that it marks the transition from the growing to
the mature phase, and then from the mature to the dissipating
phase.
Together with the radar cross-section scans presented in
Fig. 3a, reasonable interpretation can be derived. Unfortu-
nately, the single-cell type storm developed too close to the
radar site to obtain a representative vertical radar scan. In-
stead, a cross-section scan of the multi-cell storm at an early
stage is shown in Fig. 3a. At that stage the storm still has
single-cell structure, where a single reflectivity core, indicat-
ing the updraft region, towers as a narrow column. Figure 3b
shows a radar cross section recorded at a later time, when
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the multi-cell structure has been fully developed. At higher
levels the updraft is subdivided into individual cells, each 5
to 10km in diameter. Towards lower levels these cells partly
merge. Cells at different development stages, from young and
growing (left cells) to older and dissipating (right cells), com-
pose the multi-cell storm. Considering the ground projection
of the strokes, as li-TRAM does, the storm is assessed as
one unity, where each internal cell contributes to the light-
ning cell statistics. The supercell, presented as cross-section
scan in Fig. 3c, has another appearance. Although two close
coalescing cell cores might be recognized, the structure is
generally more compact than that of the multi-cell. Also the
storm appears and develops rather as one unity in the hori-
zontal radar scans (not shown).
Bringing the findings of Figs. 2 and 3 together, the tran-
sition point indeed seems to mark the time when a growing
single cell either starts dissipating or develops into a better
organized storm structure. Single thunderstorm cells, being
rather simply structured, develop a well-defined updraft re-
gion in their growing phase (compare Fig. 3a). Since the
electrical charging and discharging at this state is restricted
to the updraft region (Saunders, 2008), the lightning cells
observed are compact and sharply outlined. The mean IC
height increases together with increasing cell area (and most
likely vertical extension) and discharge frequency, eventually
reaching a maximum as the cell enters its mature state. Af-
ter the short mature state, while the downdraft develops, the
updraft weakens. With the updraft being the main charging
generator, the stroke frequency and the cell area cease with
the weakening updraft until the storm finally dissipates.
The better organized and more persistent multi-cell and su-
percell storms are likely to undergo a growing phase similar
to that of single cells. But then they change their appearance.
When they enter the mature stage, they do not start to dissi-
pate but enter an intensified and longer lasting mature state.
This state is characterized by separated updraft and down-
draft regions. Multi-cell storms develop several coexisting
thunderstorm cells influenced and triggered by each other.
Supercells, due to their special rotating structure, grow as one
main entity to large sizes. In both formations the area of light-
ning occurrence (lightning cell) is no longer homogeneous
in the horizontal and vertical as it contains younger (more
lightning activity) and older cells or growing (more lightning
activity) and decaying parts. Due to cloud charging mecha-
nisms like inductive charging and transport of charged parti-
cles, lightning spreads into the broader updraft and down-
draft regions, into the intermediate regions between adja-
cent updraft cores, and possibly attached stratiform regions
(Carey et al., 2005; Lund et al., 2009). But the efficiency
of the driving processes for charge separation and therefore
lightning activity does not increase to the same degree, since
it is primarily restricted to the updraft regions. As a conse-
quence, the correlation between stroke frequency and cell
area would become less steep at that point. The mean IC
emission height behaves similarly and increases slowly with
Fig. 4. Relative contribution of lifetime regime 1 (green bars), e.g.
short-lived lifetime regime, and lifetime regime 2 (yellow bars), e.g.
long-lived lifetime regime, to the correlation graphs of Fig. 1.
storm size despite the natural boundary of the tropopause.
This suggests that in general the updraft intensity still grows
with its size, which will be discussed in the next section. The
more irregularly shaped and less well-defined cell outlines
during the mature stage might explain the abrupt onset of
scatter observed in the second area-discharge regime in all
statistical correlation plots of Fig. 1.
To confirm the above-deduced explanation, two storm
classes, the “short-lived” and the “long-lived” storms, have
been introduced, and their relative contributions to the cor-
relation statistics in Fig. 4 are examined. The class of short-
lived storms comprises both cell tracks which have lifetimes
between 15min and 60min, and the class of long-lived storm
cell tracks with lifetimes of 60min and longer. Very short-
lasting life cycles up to times of 15min are excluded from
this study, because such temporary discharge cells are not
of interest here and might be contaminated by track arte-
facts (Meyer et al., 2013). The threshold of 60min is used
to discriminate poorly organized but severe thunderstorms
(lifetimes between 10min and 60min) from well-organized
thunderstorms such as squall lines and complexes (lifetimes
longer than 60min). Beside the “common knowledge”, this
threshold is motivated by another study (Mackeen et al.,
1999) which relies on a linear interpolation of meteorolog-
ical scales done by Zipser (1983). Figure 4 illustrates the rel-
ative contribution of the so-defined classes of long-lived and
short-lived storms to the statistical correlation plots of Fig. 1.
According to this figure it is the long-lived storm regime that
contributes almost exclusively to the second area-discharge
regime, while the percentage of the short-lived storm class
already falls below 20% at a cell area of 170km2. This sup-
ports the interpretation given before.
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(b)
(a)
Fig. 5. Correlation plots comparing the relation between (a) TL
and (b) IC stroke numbers per cell area interval of 10km2 for the
two different lifetime regimes introduced in Fig. 1. Diamonds mark
the respective distribution means, dashed lines the 25th and 75th
percentiles. The short-lived lifetime regime is plotted in green, the
long-lived regime in yellow. All area intervals where the number of
cell entries falls below 5 are not shown.
The recalculation of the correlation plot shown in Fig. 1a
with respect to the two storm lifetime classes (Fig. 5) reveals
that during their growing and dissipating phase, e.g. in the
first area-discharge regime, the short-lived storm class gen-
erally exhibits lower stroke rates than the long-lived storm
class. This can be understood, if it can be assumed that cells,
which are not able to survive for longer time periods, gener-
ally experience less intensive driving forces than cells which
finally succeed to form more persistent and more complex
structures.
With the maximum stroke distance and the maximum flash
duration set to 10km and 1s, respectively, the average num-
ber of strokes per flash in the whole preprocessed data set
has been found to be 2.8. By dividing the stroke rates per cell
area given in Eqs. (1) to (4) with 2.8, the respective correla-
tion functions can be given.
For TL flash rates (per minute) rflTL per lightning-cell area
A (in km2) of the first area-discharge regime,
rflTL = 0.45 · 100.0055A (7)
and of the second regime
rflTL = 1.43 · 100.0026A. (8)
For the IC flash rate (per minute) rflIC per lightning-cell area
A (in km2), we obtain for the first regime
rflIC = 0.21 · 100.0060A (9)
and for the second area-discharge regime
rflIC = 0.79 · 100.0027A. (10)
Note that the definition of a lightning cell, comprising three-
minute lightning stroke data, allows the flash rate of a cell to
fall below 1 flash per minute.
Certainly, the mean flash rate per cell area shows the same
characteristics as the respective mean stroke rate. The applied
clustering method does not take into account that flash length
and duration might increase with storm size. So flash rates
retrieved from Eqs. (7) to (10) are considered here as reli-
able estimations, which make the results of this study better
comparable with other lightning detection systems. A more
sophisticated clustering method, which also considers the
storm size, might reveal more details in the flash characteris-
tics.
4 Summary and conclusions
This paper investigates the temporal evolution of lightning
characteristics of thunderstorms in terms of physically mean-
ingful cell entities. The novel aspects are (a) the use of
LINET lightning data providing IC-CG stroke discrimina-
tion as well as IC stroke heights and (b) the application of the
newly developed li-TRAM algorithm for tracking and mon-
itoring the lightning cells (Meyer et al., 2013). Based upon
a total of 7687 individual cell records – out of which 863
cell life cycles occurred completely within the domain – the
strength of this study results from the good statistics used
to correlate electrical discharge characteristics with the thun-
derstorm features lifetime and cell area. With the help of the
more detailed investigation of three carefully selected exam-
ple storms, each one representing a special class of thunder-
storm, the statistics could be more profoundly interpreted in
terms of the individual storm types single-cell, multi-cell and
supercell.
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Remarkably, good statistical correlations are found be-
tween TL and IC stroke rates, mean IC emission height, and
the lightning-cell area (Fig. 1), which can be parameterized
(Eqs. 1 to 6). It is found that the TL and IC stroke frequency
increases exponentially with the cell area, whereas bigger
cells generally have a higher IC fraction. Like the stroke
rate the mean IC emission height per cell increases with the
cell area, too. This might be an indication of a generally
growing discharge volume, which would extend the initially
introduced reduction to a two-dimensional projection (cell
area) again to volumetric information (charged “volume”).
A transition point appears consistently around a cell area
of 170km2 in all statistical correlation diagrams, where the
growing rate of both stroke rates as well as of the mean emis-
sion height declines abruptly and significant scatter starts.
An interpretation of the discharge characteristics and the
transition point has been given by additionally comparing
the parameter correlations of three selected thunderstorm life
cycles (Fig. 2) with each other, and those of the two intro-
duced lifetime regimes (Figs. 4 and 5). The short-lived storm
regime can be assumed to comprise mostly poorly organized
single-cell storms, the long-lived storm regime to consist
mainly of well-organized storm types, such as multi-cells and
supercells.
Based on these findings, the following conclusion has been
deduced: while poorly organized and rather short-lived sin-
gle cells generally develop areas below 170km2 and exhibit
lower stroke rates, better organized storm structures, such
as multi-cells and supercells, achieve significantly larger ar-
eas while exhibiting intensified discharge rates which reach
higher levels. The break in the discharge characteristics
marks the point when the storms develop more complex but
more persistent structures in which updraft and downdraft re-
gions are separated. Since the charge separation mechanism,
which is primarily restricted to the updraft region(s) (Taka-
hashi, 1978; Dash et al., 2001; Saunders, 2008), is less ef-
fective with respect to the covered discharge area, the slope
of the stroke rate spontaneously decreases. This finding can
be confirmed by radar cross-section scans (Fig. 3). More-
over, the more disrupted appearance of a multi-cell seems to
hold the stroke rate below the mean, while the more efficient
with more unique appearance of the supercell seems to push
the stroke rate above the mean. The increase of the mean
emission height with increasing cell area is in parallel with
the stroke rate. This indicates that bigger storm complexes
generally have more vigorous updrafts, which produce dis-
charge activity and are able to carry the charged particles to
higher levels. This is in good agreement with previous stud-
ies (Williams, 1985; Krehbiel, 1986; Goodman and MacGor-
man, 1986; Price and Rind, 1992; Fehr et al., 2005; Mot-
ley et al., 2006). Furthermore, the positive correlation found
between mean emission height, cell area, and lifetime con-
tributes to the discussion about the meaning of the IC mean
discharge height in relation to storm state and intensity (Mc-
Cormick et al., 2002; Demetriades et al., 2004; Motley et al.,
2006).
Correlation functions can be given for the stroke rates
(Eqs. 1 to 4) and the IC mean height (Eqs. 6 and 7). In or-
der to make the correlation functions better comparable with
other lightning localization systems, a common stroke to
flash clustering method has been used to translate the corre-
lation functions for stroke rates into functions for flash rates
(Eqs. 7 to 10). But because of the inflexible clustering crite-
ria, a more sophisticated study is recommended that consid-
ers the dependence of flash length and duration with storm
size.
Considering the strong individual character of thunder-
storms, further studies are also recommended to assess the
feasibility and reliability of such general statements. By com-
puting averaged thunderstorm life cycles for the two intro-
duced lifetime regimes, for example, the general existence of
conceptual schemes and, most important, its reliability could
be evaluated. It can be expected that further diversifications
of pertinent flow regimes might refine the results. But despite
the good correlations found in this study, it has to be kept in
mind that with this approach even the best parameterization
can still no more than represent the mean.
Still, it will be an important finding for thunderstorm now-
casting, if it is possible to relate and parameterize storm
“intensity” parameters, like storm size, stroke (or flash) fre-
quency and storm persistence with organization forms. This
information could be used to complement the spatial storm
nowcasting with information about general storm character-
istics, such as the expected evolution and danger potential,
once the storm type has been assessed. This might include
additional knowledge, possibly linking climatological back-
ground information and expert knowledge about the local
characteristics of thunderstorm development (e.g. the impact
of geographical features and flow regimes) and numerical
weather prediction (NWP) information with pure extrapola-
tion techniques.
In addition to its role for thunderstorm nowcasting, the
correlation functions found in this study can be com-
pared with other commonly used lightning parameterizations
(Price and Rind, 1992; Allen and Pickering, 2002). They
can be used for lightning discharge parameterizations, using
strokes as well as flashes, in climate models where thunder-
storm charging mechanisms cannot be resolved. The obvious
advantage of the presented correlation functions is the strong
underlying statistics and the parameterized relationship be-
tween IC and TL (and consequently CG) events. This rela-
tionship can also be used to estimate the IC fraction in un-
differentiated TL or pure CG lightning data, which are com-
mon for the majority of long-ranging lightning localization
networks, but always keeping in mind the limitation every
detection system faces.
The good and reasonable parameter correlations found
in the discharge data are evidence of the good quality of
the primary data provided by the long-range total lightning
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detection network LINET within the network. They further
testify that the emission height given for the IC strokes be-
haves reasonably well by statistical means.
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